Rydell Industrial (Belting) Co
It pays to invest in Quality

TESTIMONIAL
Ultrafeed 500 feed belts for the carton folding industry
Every now and then, a product is released that out performs all
its competition, and gives long performance with reduced cost.
Ultrafeed 500 feeder belts are such a product, but
don’t take our word for it, here’s a recent case study
from a major carton producer in Australia, proving
the advantages of Ultrafeed 500.
“Back last year we started to look at different feed belts on our
Bobst Alpina machine, as we seem to get around 1 ½ to 2 months
wear out of the red belts the OEM was supplying. As this is a high
speed machine, which seems to be the main cause for the high
wear, after trialling some other brands of belts with no success,
Rydell offered their Ultrafeed belts. We decided on a trial over 3
months and the belts have held up with not much wear and
maintained excellent grip throughout the belt.
These Ultrafeed belts ended up lasting 6 months on the machine
before we needed to replace them and we have been very pleased
with their performance.
The cost of these belts are .....higher than the red belts, but over a
time period has gained us savings in belt replacement and machine
downtime.
I would like to thank Rydell in helping us trial this product and
look at ways we can still increase its performance.”

Our client also stated the significant saving in dollars that are
achieved over one year by using Ultrafeed 500 feed belts.
You can also save time and money with Ultrafeed 500...its
easy, just call your nearest Rydell Branch and ask for a sample
or a site visit to identify where you can achieve the same result
as this satisfied client....
Ultrafeed 500

feeder belts in operation
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